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XLR line out allows for additional amplifiers to be connected 
for more room coverage. Depending on the coverage 
needed, the line output allows via XLR for more line array 
systems M-8 or power amplifiers to be added, thus allowing 
more speakers to be connected.

The form of audio coming out will be mono out. Mono out 
means that both the left and right audio playing from the 

LINE ARRAY SYSTEM TO LARGE FORMAT

source (e.g. DVD player, smart phone, etc.) will play 
together at the output. This means the left and right audio 
will be joined.

Optionally, you can select the right side audio. By setting 
right audio out only the right side audio coming from the 
source will play through the line output.
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Amplifirer Output Speakon Connector

Neutrik Speakon ConnectorMDP Banana Connector

Speaker

The postive misconnected to the
nagetive which will not work.

The postive and nagetive are not 
connected on the same set.

Amplifirer Output

Amplifirer Output

Wrong Connection

The postive one and nagetive one
connect correctly to the speaker.

Right Connection
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HOOK-UP DIAGRAM

Premium Banana Plug

Speaker Connection Terminal

Connecting with SPADE PLUG

Connecting with BARE WIRESConnecting with DOBULE BANANA PLUG

Connecting with BANANA PLUG
Steps
1. Untighten the cap.
2. Hook the wire with the 
    nob in the same color.
3. Tighten the cap.

Note:
Plug into red jacks only with the
red plugs or the plugs with red wire
or the wire with the postive sign.
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or the wire with the postive sign.
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Steps
1. Untighten the cap.
2. Hook the wire with the 
    nob in the same color.
3. Tighten the cap.

*Note: The back panel may be placed different on actual machines; Please turn off the power and unplug the equipment before 
           changingthe wiring configuration; Miss-connecting may damage equipments.




